


OUR NAME

Pomu is a rare type of cypress tree found in the Sapa mountains.  An evergreen 
tree with a pyramidal crown, Pomu produces aromatic wood that is highly valued. 
We chose the name because the tree signifies strength and longevity in our local 
area.  It also represents the strong connections between ethnic minority people 
and nature. The fragrant sap is resilient to woodworm and assures that Pomu is 
regarded by our community and the most prized wood for home building.

HANDMADE TEXTILES ENABLING WOMEN IN NORTHERN VIETNAM TO 
CONTINUE TRADITIONAL TEXTILE PRODUCTION PROCESSES FROM 
PLANT TO PRODUCT.

The Philosophy behind Pomu is to empower women through their traditional skills, 
and promote quality textiles to discerning customers around the world. In Sapa we 
work with women artisans, rural producer groups and youth. All of these people 
make Pomu what it is today. By paying the asking price of the artisans, we 
contribute in helping to build a sustainable lifestyle for ethnic minority women and 
their families.



HOW TO PLACE YOUR ORDER

Please tell us the items you wish to purchase and we will send you a total purchase 
price including international postage to the address of your choice.

We can process payment either by credit card, debit card, bank transfer or by 
PayPal.

Delivery times vary, but typically take around three weeks from the date of postage.

Email: PomuDesigns@gmail.com

Phone: +84 366 892 536 

Facebook: https://fb.me/PomuSapa

https://fb.me/PomuSapa


MEET THE TEAM

Black Hmong women Me & Ker 
are our organic hemp growers 
and fabric weavers.

The youngest members of our 
team, My & 16 year old Cha assist 
with embroidery, sewing and 
indigo dying. 

Self sufficient 
farmers from the 
Dao Tuyen ethnic 
group, Chai & May 
have been growing 
and twisting 
organic ramie for 
decades. 

Sai represents the 
Tay ethnic group 
and is responsible 
for spinning and 
weaving organic 
cotton.

Sung is Black Hmong and a 
batik master. She runs our 
workshops and produces 
exquisite quality batik 
pieces. Ly San May is 

Red Dao and has 
been intricately 
embroidering 
with silk since 
the age of four. 

Mai Phuong, 
designer and 
creator.

Cua & Cua are old friends 
responsible for much of our 
batik tools and “Spirit Skirts”.



CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS



“LAO CHAI” NECKLACE (item no. 03)

❖ Drop length 65cm. Thickness of material 1.7cm. 
Necklace pendant diameter 6cm.

❖ Material:  Rolled indigo dyed Hmong cotton with 
batik design. Hmong handmade jewelry with 
aluminum alloy pieces.

❖ Weight: 34 grams
❖ $44

“BATIK RAINDROP” NECKLACE (item no. 02)

❖ Drop length 67cm (adjustable).
❖ Material:  Indigo cotton necklace 

with raw hemp twine details. 14 
hand-wrapped beads made from 
hemp with batik designs and hand-
crafted bells.

❖ Weight: 44 grams
❖ $46

“SPIRALS OF LIFE” NECKLACE (item no. 01)

❖ Drop length 40cm (adjustable).  Face of 
the necklace is 7cm 

❖ Material: Indigo waxed cotton twine.  
Hmong handmade jewelry style with 
aluminum alloy and tribal motif.

❖ Weight: 12 grams
❖ $36
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“ROLLED BATIK” NECKLACE (item no. 04)

❖ Drop length 36cm (adjustable).  Necklace 
pendant diameter from 4 to 6cm

❖ Material:  Indigo waxed cotton twine.  
Handmade Hmong batik with metal beads.

❖ Weight: 44 grams
❖ $28

“FANSIPAN” NECKLACE  (item no. 06)

❖ Drop length 47cm (adjustable).  Thickness 
of handmade indigo tube 1.7cm.  Face of 
the necklace 4.5cm. 

❖ Material:  Handmade Hmong indigo style 
Batik.  Hemp twine and Hmong handmade 
jewelry as a face of necklace. 

❖ Weight: 29 grams
❖ $45

“HAM RONG” NECKLACE (item no. 05)

❖ Drop length 59cm. Thickness of material covering on 
bamboo tube 1.7cm

❖ Material:  Indigo hand-woven cotton, handmade 
Hmong style Batik.

❖ Chain style: stainless steel and ethnic bead chips with 
different sizes.

❖ Weight: 33 grams
❖ $40
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“INSPIRE” EARRING COLLECTION

❖ Material: Hand-woven indigo dyed cotton, 
with batik details and glass beads

Measurements and weight: 

❖ Item no. 07 - 9.5cm length, weight - 8 grams 

❖ Item no. 08 - 7cm length, weight - 11 grams 

❖ Item no. 09 - 9cm length, diameter 5.2cm, 
weight - 18 grams 

❖ Item no. 10 - 8cm length, diameter 3.5cm, 
weight - 11 grams, weight - 8 grams 
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“INGENUITY” EARRING COLLECTION

❖ Material: Hand-woven indigo dyed cotton, 
with batik details and applique. 

Measurements and weight: 

❖ Item no. 11 – length 7cm, width 4.5cm, 
weight - 4 grams.

❖ Item no. 12 – length 7.5cm, width 8.5cm, 
weight - 5 grams 

❖ Item no.13 – length 7.5cm, width 4.5cm, 
weight - 4 grams 

❖ Item no. 14 – length 8cm, weight - 5 grams.
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ALL ABOUT INDIGO
(as described by one of our Black Hmong artisans)

We grow our own indigo plants (Persicaria Tinctoria). Cultivated for over 1000 
years, our indigo loves growing in the shade between taller corn or under big trees. 
In June, the indigo leaves are cut and soaked in a big barrel of rainwater. After 
three days, we remove the leaves and mix the water by pouring to create indigo 
coloured bubbles that thicken to a paste.

We make a solution from water filtered through fire ash. Then we add crushed 
limestone. The mix feels soapy. Indigo paste and strong corn liquor is then added 
and left for a few days.  The vat is thoroughly oxygenated by aggressive stirring   
every day and the resulting solution used to dye our clothes. The deep blue in my 
clothes comes from around 60 dips and may take a few weeks. 



“ADMIRE” EARRING COLLECTION

Measurements and weight: 

❖ Item no. 15 - Indigo waxed cotton twine ball with hand crafted nickel 
bells - 6cm length, weight - 8 grams 

❖ Item no. 16 - Indigo waxed cotton twine ball with hand crafted nickel 
bead - 8cm length, weight - 8 grams 

❖ Item no. 17 – Hand embroidery rolls with glass beads and hand crafted 
nickel bell - 9.5cm length, weight - 7 grams 

❖ Item no. 18 - Hand embroidery roll with glass beads and hand crafted 
nickel bell - 10cm length, weight - 6 grams 
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❖ Dimensions: 41cm length x 34cm width, strap 
length - 105cm.

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp, 
dyed with natural indigo. Uniquely embroidered 
silk motifs.

❖ Weight: 285 grams - 300g grams (approx.)

❖ Item no. 19 - Price: $42.

❖ Item no. 20 - Price: $48.

“HERITAGE” HEMP BAG
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“LAO HARMONY” CLUTCH BAG

❖ Item no. 21 - Dimensions: 28cm length x 20cm 

width, strap length - 120cm .

❖ Material: Hand-loomed cotton with lining and 

alloy strap. 

❖ Weight: 156 grams -175 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $52.

❖ Item no. 22 - Dimensions: 28cm length x 20cm 

width, strap length- 120cm .

❖ Material: Hand-loomed cotton clutch with 

cotton lining, glass bead details and alloy strap. 

❖ Weight: 156 grams -175 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $58.
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“CAPTIVATE” TOTE BAG (item no. 23) 

❖ Dimensions: 37cm length x 33cm width, strap length - 107cm. 

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp, dyed with natural 
indigo. Unique batik motifs with alloy decorative bells. 

❖ Dark indigo or lighter indigo bags available.

❖ Weight: 125 grams to 130 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $36
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“AQUAINT” SCARFS (item no. 24) 

❖ Material: Handspun, hand-woven cotton with natural indigo dye with 
glass bead finish. 

❖ Dimensions: 184cm length x 35.5cm width.

❖ Each scarf is uniquely dyed and has its own individual patterns and 
characteristics.

❖ Weight: 130 grams to 150 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $46
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“TRANQUIL” TABLE RUNNER (item no. 25)

❖ Material: Organic hand-spun hemp trim with 
extensive cross stitch hand embroidered designs.

❖ Dimensions: 190cm length x 57.5cm width. 

❖ Weight: 410 grams

❖ Price: $66
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“TRIUMPH” TABLE RUNNER (item no. 26)

❖ Material: Organic hand-spun hemp trim with 
extensive cross stitch hand embroidered designs.

❖ Dimensions: 210cm length x 64cm width. 

❖ Weight: 520 grams 

❖ Price: $68
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FLOWER HMONG CLUTCH (item no. 27)

❖ Ideal for use as a stylish clutch bag, or as a wash 
bag or pencil case. 

❖ Each clutch is made from upcycled, repurposed 
Flower Hmong clothing.

❖ Dimensions: 28cm length x 16cm width. 

❖ Price $14
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HMONG BATIK BRACELET (item no. 28)

❖ Smart or casual, these handcrafted batik 
bracelets are uniquely designed by our artisan 
team. 

❖ Each bracelet is truly one of a kind.  

❖ Length 18 - 20cm (approx.)

❖ Price $32
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HEMP DRAWSTRING BAG (item no. 29)

❖ Stylish and durable backpack that combines 
quality, aesthetics and sustainability

❖ Each bag is crafting using natural hemp and 
embellished with woven silk or hand 
embroidered designs..  

❖ Measurements 44cm x 34cm (approx.)

❖ Price $32
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CROSSBODY HEMP BAG (item no. 30) 

❖ Dimensions: 18cm length x 16cm width, strap length - 112cm. 

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp, dyed with 

natural indigo. Unique silk embroidery with decorative 

coins. 

❖ Weight: 85 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $32



DAO SHOULDER BAG (item nos. 31 / 32 /33)
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❖ Dimensions: 31cm – 35cm length x 31cm – 34cm 

width, strap length - 108cm (approx.) 

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven cotton, dyed 

with natural indigo. Unique silk embroidery.

❖ Weight: 135 grams to 150 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $28



BOHO EMBROIDERED HMONG 

SHOULDER BACKPACK (item no. 34)

❖ Dimensions: 30cm length x 0cm width, 

adjustable straps.

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp, 

dyed with natural indigo. Unique hand 

embroidered designs. 

❖ Contemporary design with a traditional touch.

❖ Weight: 310 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $46
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OPTIMISM EMBROIDERED WALLET (item no. 35) 

❖ Dimensions: 16cm length x 11cm width. Weight: 90 

grams (approx.)

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp, dyed 

with natural indigo. Unique silk embroidery.

❖ Each piece is unique with variations available.

❖ Price: $26
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CHERISH COTTON PURSE (item no. 36 / 37) 

❖ Dimensions: 14cm length x 15cm width. 

Weight: 30 grams (approx.)

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven 

cotton, dyed with natural indigo. Unique 

batik motifs with decorative pom pom

tassels. 

❖ Price: $20
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HALYCON HEMP PURSE (item no. 38) 

❖ Dimensions: 17cm length x 15cm width.  Weight: 

70 grams to 90 grams (approx.)

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven raw 

hemp. Unique silk embroidery with decorative 

coins. 

❖ Price: $14
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ENGAGE PURSE (item nos. 39 / 40 / 41) 

❖ Dimensions: 17cm length x 12cm width. 

Weight: 25 grams (approx.)

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp 

or cotton. Unique hand embroidered designs.

❖ Price: $8
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POMU  FITTED  JACKET (item no. 44) 

❖ Size and fit:  Model wears UK 10 / EU 38 / US 6.

❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven hemp, dyed 

with natural indigo. Together with vintage Hmong 

handmade and embroidery patterns in front. 

❖ Batik cotton button plackets.

❖ Price: $90
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PRECIOUS CASUAL DRESS  (item nos. 45 / 46) 

❖ Model wears:  UK 6 / EU 36 / US 4

❖ Material of darker cotton dress: 100% natural 

indigo and handmade cotton.   Batik designs in 

the middle and handmade embroidery Hmong 

patterns in the bottom.  Cotton inner layer.

❖ Material of lighter dress:  With 100% handmade 

cotton on the top, polyester fabric with Batik 

prints.   Hmong handmade embroidery in the 

bottom. 

❖ Price: $66
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PURE MAXI DRESS   (item no. 47)

❖ Size and fit:  Model wears UK 10 / EU 38 / US 6. 

Model heights: 168cm / 5’6 

❖ Material:  100% linen with Hmong handmade patterns  

from neckline to middle, and bottom of the dress.  

Thin layer of cotton as an inner garment lining.  

Sleeveless style.

❖ Price: $140
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❖ Material: 100% handspun, hand-woven cotton. 

Outer layer dyed with natural indigo. 

❖ Adult Reusable Adjustable Mask

❖ Handmade Washable Masks with Filter Pocket 

❖ Price: $12

HAND CRAFTED SCRUNCHIE SET (item no. 43) 

❖ Scrunchie SET (3 pieces)

❖ Each set contains two batik scrunchies and one 

hand embroidered piece. 

❖ Price $6
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HAND CRAFTED OLDEN FACE MASK (item no. 42)



MIXED TEXTILE BIRD STRINGS (item no. 48)

❖ Dimensions: Total length 95cm. Bird dimension 7cm x 

4cm

❖ 10 unique, hand crafted bird per string.

❖ Material: Mix of hemp batik, cotton, silk and 

embroidery.

❖ Weight: 75 grams (approx.)

❖ Price: $15
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FESTIVE TRIBAL BIRD DECORATIONS SET  (item no. 49)49

❖ Decorative Bird SET (3 pieces)

❖ Dimensions: 12 - 14cm length x 6cm width. Weight: 25 grams per 

bird.

❖ Material: Mix of upcycled textiles from the Hmong, Lu and Tay 

ethnic minority groups. Each bird is handcrafted and unique

❖ Price: $12 for set of three.



TRADITIONAL DESIGNS



THE MAKING OF HMONG HEMP

The baste fibre is obtained from the 
stalk of the male hemp plant. Stalks 
are tied into bundles and sun dried 
before women strip off the fibrous 
outer layer. These short pieces of 
fibre are joined to make a continuous 
length for weaving. The material is 
wound in a figure eight ball held in 
the hand.

Seeing young girls developing their 
skills skills is as commonplace as 
seeing a child using a smart phone in 
the region. There is a sense of pride 
which goes alongside a sense of 
duty meaning these skills look set to 
remain staring into the future.



Hmong baby carriers are traditionally hand made textiles 

panels with straps that may that take many weeks or 

month to complete.  Baby carriers are thought to offer 

both protection from physical and spiritual harm. Using a 

simple cross over strapping technique, babies are secured 

in position allowing the parents to carry their infant or 

small child while going about their daily routine. The 

carrier creates an intimate connection between mother 

and child. Baby carriers are made of double layered 

cotton panels. These are then decorated with indigo dyed 

batik designs with appliqué details.

VINTAGE HMONG BABY CARRIER

❖ Dimension: 75cm length x 42cm width. 
160cm length cotton wrap. 

❖ Weight: 130 grams

❖ Price: $35



RED DAO BABY HAT

According to Red Dao tradition, a mother makes a hat 

for each of her children. Decorated with tassels, old 

coins, beads and shells, these hats are believed to keep 

evil spirits away by disguising the child's head as a 

flower. The embroidery takes many weeks and is 

completed with intricate silk stitches.

❖ Designed for children ages 2 - 4 years old.

❖ Material: Hand-woven cotton with silk 

❖ embroidery metal features and glass beads. 

❖ Weight: 82 grams -120 grams

❖ Price: $34



VINTAGE HANDMADE  RAMIE  BAG

❖ Each bag takes approximately 4 months 

to make.  Natural ramie colour and indigo 

bags available. 

❖ Durable, 100% organic and ideal as a 

replacement for plastic 

❖ Price $65

Ramie is a flowering plant native to eastern Asia. Its fibres have been used in 

textiles by the Dao Tuyển for centuries and use of the plant is known to span 

over 6,000 years. The Dao Tuyển use ramie fibres to make beautiful bags.



ABOUT BATIK

Batik is a wax resist dye technique practiced for millennia. Traditionally, motifs are 
drawn with wax onto hand-spun hemp then dyed with indigo creating an indigo 
blue cloth with a white pattern. Time-intensive accordion-folded skirts and baby 
carriers are loving appliquéd and embroidered by Hmong women who pass their 
skills from generation to generation. These textiles are a visual storytelling 
device for Hmong people who have no written language.

Batik is made either by drawing dots and lines of the resist with a tool made with a 
long bamboo handle and copper well that holds the molten wax.

Artisans start by drawing on natural hemp fabric with a mixture of beeswax and 
indigo dye. The gradual process typically covers the entire surface of the fabric in 
a symmetrical design that starts from the edges. Stylised drawings depict snails, 
plants and leaves, cucumbers and pumpkin seeds.

To obtain the intense blues and deep blacks synonymous with Hmong batik, the 
dipping and dyeing process must be repeated three to four times per day, ideally up 
to 40 times over a month-long period. Finally, the fabric is boiled to melt away the 
wax. The drawings then appear in white.



HANDMADE  HMONG BATIK  TOOL

Batik is a resist dye technique created by wax drawn motifs. The 

technique has been practiced for over a thousand years.  

Traditionally, Hmong people use hemp as a base fabric. The batik 

design is used for clothing such as skirts and household items such 

as blankets.

❖ Each tool is handcrafted from bamboo and copper. 

❖ Handle length varies from 11cm to 14cm.  Weight per tool : 6 

grams.

❖ Price: $6.5 per tool



RED DAO LOVE  BRACELETS

❖ Material: 100% copper with Dao symbols  
including sun, spirit gods, rivers and rice crops. 
The bracelets also symbolize  long life happiness.

❖ Weight: 62 grams - 75 grams.

❖ Measurement:  17.5cm.

❖ Price: $50 per pair.



RED DAO SILVER  LOVE BRACELETS

Gifted by the Red Dao as wedding bands, these bracelets 
are always found in pairs. Hand crafted by Dao 
silversmiths, most vintage bracelets date back more than 
two generations and were exquisitely crafted by melting 
down French colonial Piastre coins. 

❖ Material: Vintage silver with Dao symbols representing 
the sun, spirits gods, rivers and rice terraces. The 
bracelets also symbolize life-long happiness and union.

❖ Museum quality.

❖ Measurement:  15.5cm.   Weight: 79 grams.

❖ Price: $260 per pair.



HMONG CEREMONIAL NECLACE

These necklaces are believed to lock the spirit or soul into 
the body in case of illness or accident, and ward off evil 
spirits. They are also used in healing ceremonies to recall 
the wandering souls of the sick to be called back and 
secured to the body. For the most part, the Hmong remain 
animists whose belief system incorporates the belief that 
all objects have a soul. Spiritual unbalance can occur for 
numerous reasons including stress, illness, manipulation 
from deceased souls. To protect from spiritual unbalance, 
offerings are made by village shaman and spirit locks are 
worn to protect the soul and ward off bad spirits.

❖ Beautiful handcrafted item demonstrating a range of 
silversmithing techniques; hammering, casting, chiseling, 
chasing and etching.

❖ Measurement:  Circumference: 53cm, drop length 29cm
❖ Weight: 150 grams.
❖ Price: $68



RED DAO  ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME

❖ Material: Cotton and silk

❖ Price: $220 (includes tunic, trousers and belt)

❖ Small Red Turban $12

❖ Large Red Turban $44

Red Dao women wear some of the most colorful and diverse costumes of 
all ethnic groups in Vietnam. They wear a long blouse over trousers, their 
clothes are colorfully embroidered with intricate silk motifs that appear 
on both sides of the material.  Girls begin practicing embroidery from a 
young age and artisans most skilled with a needle may complete an outfit 
in around 800 hours.  

The Red Dao also wear a distinctive red triangular shaped turban 
decorated with tassels.



HMONG SPIRIT SKIRT

Most Hmong women in Vietnam wear a ‘Spirit Skirt’ for their own 
funerals in order to safely join their ancestors in the next world. The 
Hmong are proud of their handmade clothes, and women's pleated 
hemp skirts are considered to be the most exquisite element of all 
their garments. Hand spun, hand woven hemp is meticulously 
decorated with batik before dying many times with natural indigo. 
Brightly coloured silk thread is then used to add even more 
decoration and vibrancy. It is not uncommon for a single skirt to 
take over a thousand hours to make. 

Exquisite, hand-crafted clothing is said to demonstrate a woman's 
good temperament, perseverance and willingness to work hard. 
Indeed, many of these skirts take between one and two years to go 
from seeds and leaves to the stunning finished product.

‘Spirit Skirts’ are stunning pieces that can be easily classified as 
contemporary works of art. Hmong women respect their hemp skirts 
for their strength and durability. They hang naturally and are 
considered suitable for life in the mountains. The crisply pleated 
hemp skirts are a symbol of the Hmong, now recognized all over the 
world. According to mythology, the hemp "hundred pleats" skirt 
represents the umbrella carried by one of their goddesses that was 
used to make the sky. The patterns and unique designs in each 'Spirit 
skirt' can describe the everyday lives of the Hmong as well as 
patterns that represent ancient history, wars, migration routes and 
native territory.

❖ Ideal to be worn or featured as a unique piece of art, each Spirit 
Skirt is truly one of a kind.  

❖ Diameter 110cm, Stretched Circumference 345cm, weight 815 
grams

❖ Hemp, cotton and batik skirt - Price $280 



HMONG SPIRIT SKIRT

❖ Ideal to be worn or mounted on a wall as a 
unique piece of feature art.

❖ Each Spirit Skirt is truly one of a kind.  

❖ Diameter 106cm, Stretched Circumference 
340cm, weight 1.5kg

❖ Vintage full hemp skirt (circa 1960).

❖ Price $310



BLACK HMONG ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME (FEMALE)  

The clothing of the Hmong is diverse. Each subgroup uses their own 
patterns and varied materials. The Black Hmong dye their garments 
with indigo dye, prefer hemp fabric and embroider with silk. The 
female Hmong attire consists of a blouse, shorts, a jacket, and leg 
wraps. Perhaps the most stunning part of the outfit is the beautiful 
belt, which typically takes 8 months to embroider. 

The unusual shine is made by stone polishing beeswax into the hemp 
fibres using a process called calendering. This gives the outer jacket 
a metallic sheen.

❖ Material: Cotton blouse, hemp jacket with silk embroidered 
collar, belt and arm panels. 

❖ Price: $200 per vintage outfit



Black Hmong men and boys wear silk hemmed hemp jackets dyed deep blue 
with natural indigo. Each outfit takes many months to complete with the 
annual process starting with the planting of hemp (cannabis sativa) seeds in 
April. The crop takes around three months to grow to a suitable height. 
When the weather permits, families work together to cut the hemp stalks 
and strip the leaves. After drying hemp stalks, women peel off the outer 
layers and strip them into long fibers. There are many other stages that take 
place before the hemp garments are ready to wear during the lunar new year 
festivities.

❖ Material: Cotton shirt, hemp jacket with silk embroidered collar and 
cuffs. 

❖ Price: $100 per vintage outfit.

BLACK HMONG ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME (MALE)



The Red Hmong live in upland areas around the Da River in North 
Western Vietnam. Jackets are tailored with a cotton bodice and 
lining.  Sleeves are beautifully crafted using a mix of intricate 
embroidery and expertly layered applique panels. 

❖ Material: 100% cotton. 

❖ Price: $60 per jacket.

VINTAGE RED HMONG ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME (MALE)  



DAO TUYEN ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME

The Dao wear hand loomed, plain black trousers together with 
black jackets decorated at the sleeves and collars with thin bands 
of embroidery, coins and beads. 

With a rich culture of weaving and embroidery, Dao Tuyển
clothing is distinct in design and appealing in its simplicity. The 
thick cotton weave gives their jackets a weight and finish quality 
unlike that of any of the other tribal groups in Vietnam.

❖ Weight – 1.1kg – 1.8kg (approx.)

❖ Price: $110 or $270 including headdress  



DAO QUAN TRANG COSTUME

The Dao Quan Trang sub-group) are only found in 
Vietnam. Their migration route into Vietnam was thought 
to be by boat from Hainan Island. Their headscarf is made 
of an intricate embroidered square of cotton that is dyed 
with indigo and embellished with silk tassels and glass 
beads. Symbols representing trees, stars, people and 
flowers are usually included in the embroidery. Their white 
front bodice is often fastened to an inverted silver 
necklace and worn under and indigo blue jacket with 
decorated seems and tassels.

❖ Material:  Indigo dyed cotton

❖ Price: $92 per set (including headscarf, jacket and 
pinafore) 



NAM GIAO DAO COSTUME

Residing in just four small villages, this tiny group 
of Im Mien produce everything required for their 
everyday needs. Through their beautiful costumes, 
they demonstrate an artistic sense, as well as 
ingenuity, and flair.  The indigo dyed tunic is 
decorated with bright, colourful pom-poms, 
distinct red banding and beautiful embroidery. 
Chain stitched spirals of yellow, white and black 
thread embellish the sleeves, lapels and central 
back panel. The lower back flap is the most 
intensely decorated part of the clothing, often 
taking the most skilled artisans many months to 
complete. An embroidered yem (bodice) is worn 
under the tunic like a vest. Tassels feature heavily 
in the costume with both the belt, legs warmers 
and headscarf featuring brightly coloured beads 
and threads

❖ Material: Indigo dyed cotton.

❖ Price: $120 per set



DAO TIEN ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME

The Dao Tiền are one sub-group of Iu Mien people living in 
North Vietnam. They are Taoists as well as shamanists, and are 
easily recognised by their opulently decorated garments. The 
Dao Tiền are expert weavers and use simple traditional looms to 
weave cloth. A typical piece of cloth is about 40cm in length and 
30cm in 
width. 

Notably, the Dao Tiền are the only Dao group who produce 
batik designs before dyeing their cloth. Patterns are drawn on to 
the fabric with melted wax. The tools used are wax stylets made 
from curved copper, triangular pads and tiny bamboo tubes. 
When the wax is dry, the fabric is dyed several times in indigo 
baths then immersed in boiling water to melt the wax. The 
protected patterns appear as a light colour on an indigo 
background. The embroidery technique of Dao Tiền is quite 
special. They prefer using running stich which makes the 
patterns more visible on the top of the sewing. Patterns include 
eight-pointed stars, crosses, animals, flowers, plants etc.

❖ Material: Indigo dyed cotton and silk embroidery.

❖ Price: $290 per set 



XA PHO ETHNIC MINORITY COSTUME

The Xa Pho people are one of the smallest ethnic groups in 
Vietnam. It's said they arrived in Vietnam around 200 to 300 
years ago, from southern islands of Asia, like Malaysia and 
Indonesia. The traditional costume of Xa Pho women 
consists of a crop-top and the skirt. The upper part of the 
top (from the neck to the chest) is decorated with bead like 
seeds in symmetrical designs. The seeds come from a 
cultivated grass planted in February and harvested in 
Autumn. The seeds have a pearly lustre and are typically less 
than 1cm long. The lower part of the clothing is 
embroidered with zigzag patterns representing buffalo 
trails. The skirt is decorated with embroidered pine trees, 
mountains, pangolin scales and olive fruit patterns in yellow, 
blue and red. These patterns are connected to the daily life 
of the Xa Pho people. There is sometimes a white cloth belt 
with two embroidered edges to finish off the outfit.

❖ Material: Cotton
❖ Price: $140 per set



LU MINORITY FISHING BASKUTS 

Hand woven baskets made by the Lu ethnic minority group. In 
Vietnam, most Lu live in Lai Châu Province and their population 
numbers less than 6000.  They are officially recognized as part of 
the Dai ethnic group.

Each basket is carful crafted from bamboo and used when fishing in 
rocky, mountain streams to hold and carry their catch of crabs, 
shrimps and minnows. 

❖ Height 14cm x width 11cm (approx.).  Weight 120 grams

❖ Price per pair:  $18



VINTAGE ORGANIC HEMP FABRIC ROLL

Made on wooden, hand looms by the Hmong ethnic minority group, our 
organic hemp is grown from seed.

❖ Available as natural raw hemp, or indigo dyed fabric. Our vintage, 
organic hemp fabric is Sold by the metre.

❖ Measurement: width: 30cm (approx.) length variable up to 6 metres.

❖ Material: 100% hemp, good grade, tight weave.

❖ Price per metre: $7



RED DAO FESTIVE SCARF

Traditionally made as head dresses, these vibrant pieces can 
be worn as a seasonal scarf or used as a table runner

❖ Each hand-crafted scarf has an indigo dyed, cotton base 
material with hand embroidered details. 

❖ Material: Cotton

❖ Price: $28



RED DAO DECORATIVE BELT

This elegant belt is embroidered over many months as the 
centerpiece to a traditional Red Dao costume. Our artisan 
team repurpose the fabric to create unique belts that can be 
worn both casually or to brighten up any outfit.

❖ Material: Cotton and silk with glass beads

❖ Price: $38 



❖ Vintage tribal Hmong women hand woven hemp skirt. Can be opened to create two 
rolls of fabric, each measuring 30cm x 350cm (approx.)

❖ Material: 100% organic cotton, with indigo threads. 

❖ Diameter 117cm, Stretched Circumference 368cm, weight 725 grams

❖ Price: $55

HMONG PLEATED SKIRT



THE PEOPLE

Our artisans belong to a number of hill-tribe groups. These people live in the mountain 
regions of northern Vietnam. The average Hmong woman will make one set of clothes for 
her family every year. It is very complicated, intricate, design oriented, and time 
consuming. They use local indigo plants to dye the fabric and they batik and embroider 
each piece by hand. Each piece is individual, unique and original. These women are 
designers, and all together masters of the art of creating beautiful textiles. Pomu aims to 
provide a flexible and reliable source of income for our artisans while working to preserve 
their beautiful traditions.

The Hmong women pride themselves on creating beautifully detailed fabrics as a form of 
self expression and storytelling. Pomu brings you the intricate creations from the hands of 
women who are devoted to their craft.

YOUR PURCHASE

We encourage purposeful purchasing by providing jewellery with meaning that is made to 
last in hopes of doing more with less. Purchase with confidence, knowing you are having a 
positive impact on the artisans involved and the world around you.



SUSTAINABILITY

Pomu pay our artisan team a fair amount for their time and work, helping them maintain their 
traditional practices. We aim to provide a sustainable income for our artisans by participating in 
maintaining their beautiful lifestyle. They decide what their time is worth. Our artisans 
determine what each item should cost based on the time and effort it took them to create it.

We ensure a production process that focuses on the traditions of the women who have been 
making textiles for years. Our artisans use home grown materials from the mountains of 
Northern Vietnam whenever possible. The women are also farmers who plant and harvest hemp 
for weaving and grow indigo for dyeing.

Our artisans use 100% organic cotton, hemp, and indigo dye for the production of our jewellery
resulting in better quality pieces and little impact on the earth. All batik is handmade with 
organic beeswax and homegrown organic indigo. All other colours are sourced from local 
markets. Embroidery is done entirely by hand without the use of machines. Our artisans take 
pride in their work and individually hand-make each piece with care.

Creating textiles is an alternative source of income for the women but in order for it to be 
sustainable, the women must be paid a fair wage. Pomu pays a fair price which allows our artisan 
team to continue making textiles in the traditional way, with natural fibres, dyeing with natural 
fibres, and stitching by hand.
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